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Aviation Impacts on Climate
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Aviation and Climate – The Basics
§

Global climate concerns are driven by
green-house gas concentrations (CO2, O3,
CH4) and O3 depletion.
- CO2 molecules absorb outgoing UV
radiation, and lead to warming of the
troposphere (i.e., from sea level to about 10km
altitude).
- O3 depletion in the stratosphere (10-45km
altitude) leads to increased intensity of UV
radiation harmful to plant and animal life.

§

Aviation effects are very complex, and
depend on species emitted, altitudes,
atmospheric conditions, chemical
reactions, etc.

§

Formation of contrails and contribution to
cirrus cloud cover may also be a concern.
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Aviation and Climate – The Basics (Cont’d)
§

Overall, climate change is fundamentally related to the global carbon
cycle, and to perturbations caused by fossil-fuel consumption.
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Aviation and Climate – The Basics (Cont’d)
§

Annual global mean energy budget shows complexity of energy flows.

K. Trenberth, et al, “Earth's Global Energy Budget”,
Bulletin of the American Meteorlogical Society, March
2009.
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Radiative Forcing
At 258 ppm CO2,
upward flux is
300.62 W/m2.
At 400 ppm CO2,
upward flux is
298.52 W/m2.
RF associated
with this change
in flux is thus
2.10 W/m2.

MODTRAN can be run at http://climatemodels.uchicago.edu/modtran/
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Net Radiative Forcing
§

Net change in irradiance (downward minus upward) at the tropopause
(altitude of 10-15km) measured in W/m2.

Latest estimate
of 2011 total RF
~2.3 W/m2.
This is ~40%
higher than the
prior estimate
of the 2005
total RF.

IPCC, Working Group I Contribution to the IPCC Fifth
Assessment Report, Climate Change 2013: The Physical
Science Basis, Summary for Policymakers, 27 September
2013, Figure SPM-5.
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Aviation Share of Total RF

Estimated 2005
aviation RF total
~0.05 W/m2

Lee, D., et al, “Transport impacts on atmosphere and climate:
Aviation”, Atmospheric Environment 44:4678–4734, 2010. The
figure shown is Figure 28 on page 4714.
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Combustion Products
§

Commercial jet fuel is essentially kerosene. Although
a mixture of different hydrocarbons (including isoparaffins, napthenes, and aromatics), it can be
approximated as a paraffin (CnH2n+2), usually C10H22.

§

Main combustion process:
aCnH2n+2 + bO2 + 3.76bN2
C10H22 + 15.5O2 + 3.76(15.5)N2

cH2O + dCO2 + 3.76bN2 + heat
11H2O + 10CO2 + 3.76(15.5)N2 + 10.6 kcal/g
(19.08 kBTU/lb)

§

The above is for complete combustion in the gaseous phase, and the
process inside real engines is considerably more complex. Typical
emission rates for jet aircraft (grams per kg fuel consumed) at cruise
are:
CO2
3200

H2 O
1300

NOx
9-15

SOx
0.3-0.8

CO
0.2-0.6

Main combustion
products
Produced at high T and P in
combustion chamber; depends on
operating conditions

Due to sulfur
impurities in fuel
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Unburned
Hx Cy
Particulates
0-0.1
0.01-0.05

Due to incomplete burning of fuel; produced
at non-optimal operating conditions during
landing, taxi, take-off and climb-out

Primary Linkages to Climate Impacts
• Primary effects in the troposphere are shown.
• In the stratosphere, H2O, NOx, SOx, and unburned HC
have ozone-related effects.
CO2
3200
H2O
1300
NOx
9-15
SOx
0.3-0.8
CO
0.2-0.6
Unburned
HxCy
0-0.1
Particulates
0.01-0.05
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Alternative Fuels May Be Feasible
• Various types of alternative fuels are being
investigated:
Drop-in replacement
- Very low sulfur Jet-A
- Jet-A from Canadian tar sands
- Jet-A from Colorado oil shale
- Fischer-Tropsch synthetic fuels from
biomass, coal, natural gas

Fuel

C Mass %
Jet-A
86.2
Low-S Jet-A
86.2
F-T syn. jet
84.9
B100 biodiesel 77.6
Methanol
37.5
Ethanol
52.1
Butanol
64.8
Octanol
73.8

CO2 EI
H2O EI
3157 g/kg 1237 g/kg
3157
1237
3111
1349
2726
942
1374
1125
1911
1173
2375
1215
2703
1215

SOx EI
0.80 g/kg
0.03
-

Sources: (a) Boston Globe, 25 February 2008, report
on U.S. PARTNER research program. (b) Maurice, L.,
ICAO Enironmental Colloquim, May 2007
(www.icao.int/EnvClq/clq07)

More significant changes
- « Biojet » from large variety of sources
- Cryogenic fuels such as hydrogen or
methane
• Full production/consumption cycle being
evaluated (production, transportation, and use)
from the perspectives of impacts on air quality,
exposure to hazardous material, climate effects,
etc.
• Current world-wide consumption of jet fuel is
approximately 200 million gallons/day
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Atmospheric Conditions for Contrail Formation
§

Schmidt-Appleman criterion determines threshold temperature for contrail
formation as a function of ambient relative humidity and altitude:

EIH20 = 1.223 g/gfuel

Tthreshold (U=1) = 273.15 − 46.46 + 9.43 ln(G
− 0.053) + 0.72[ ln(G − 0.053) ]2

cp = 43.2 MJ/kg
η = propulsive efficiency, ~0.3
U. Schumann, “Formation, Properties, and Climatic
Effects of Contrails”, Comptes Rendus Physique, 2005.
The figure shown is Figure 2 from this paper.

Tthreshold (U=0) = Tthreshold (U=1) – pliq,U=1 /G
G

=

13

cp p EIH20 / [Qfuel (1 – η) (MH20/ Mair)]

(Pa/degK)

Contrail Conditions (Cont’d)
Ice Super-saturated Regions (ISSRs) are dynamically
and differentially distributed in the atmosphere. This
distribution depends on many atmospheric factors:
• Presence of upward wind and divergent airflow favor ISSR
formation;

Cold ISSR Frequency
(winter average over
1989-2010)

FL390

• Downward wind and convergent airflow do not favor ISSR
formation;
• In the Northern Hemisphere, ISSRs appear most often in
regions of anti-cyclonic flow; and

FL340

• Whether or not an air parcel has recently had contact with
moisture sources.

Overall, such dependence on atmospheric dynamics
means that the distribution of conditions favorable to
contrail persistence will vary with altitude, latitude,
longitude, time of day, and season.
Irvine, E., Hoskins, B., and Shine, K.: The dependence of contrail formation on the
weather pattern and altitude in the North Atlantic, Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L12802,
2012. Figure 1 from this paper is shown.
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Contrail Radiative Forcing
Major dependencies:
Concentration of ice particles
Shape and size of ice particles
Angle of incidence of solar radiation
Extent of contrail
Longevity of contrail
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Contrail Research at CATSR (D. Avila, L. Sherry)

See http://catsr.ite.gmu.edu/pubs/ICNS_2018_ContrailPlanning_2.pdf
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Cost/Benefit Landscape
Example: planning of route adjustments to reduce climate impact
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•

Route adjustments
based on historical
conditions shown.

•

Different costs and
benefits for
adjustments based
on current/predicted
conditions.
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Climate Impacts on Aviation
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Climate Impacts on Air Transport
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Airports
Aircraft and engines
Airspace
Passenger safety and comfort
Atmospheric effects (CO2, water/ice, NOx, SOx,
PM)
Shifts in passenger travel preferences
Future air-transport concepts
Public perception
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Physical Effects Linked to Different Aspects
of Business Performance
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Major Subsectors in Air Transport
Airports – Provide fixed infrastructure for passenger/cargo handling,
aircraft departure/arrival operations, and serve as interfaces to
road and rail surface transport.
Airlines – Operate aircraft at airports and in en route airspace;
determine four-dimensional trajectories (within constraints from
ANSPs below) and associated operational characteristics; plan
frequency and type of service between airports.
Air-navigation Service Providers (ANSPs) – Provide traffic-control
services that maintain safe separation of aircraft and manage
access to constrained resources (e.g., arrival/departure slots at
airports, airspace throughput) within the air-transport network.
Aircraft Industry – Develops, constructs, and maintains airframes,
engines, avionics, and other equipment associated with the
aircraft.
22

Level of Concern Regarding Impact Differs
Across Subsectors
Different business objectives focus concern on particular impacts:
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Impacts on Airports Similar to Other
Coastal Infrastructure
Need: merge climate and infrastructure information on fine scale.

LaGuardia

JFK

See http://www.climate.gov/sites/default/files/NPCC100year_floodProj_large.jpg ,
based on New York City Panel on Climate Change, “Climate Risk Information 2013”,
24
June 2013.

Probabilistic Data for Benefit/Cost Analysis
LaGuardia: annual probabilities of historical 66-year
event (extreme water level of 2.5m)
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Impacts on Aircraft and Engines
•

Aircraft take-off performance is degraded at high surface
temperatures.
•

•

Climate data enables projection of number of days per year with maximum
temperature above different thresholds

Engine wear increases under dusty conditions.
•

Climate data enables projection of temperature, precipitation, and various
drought indices.

Daily Maximum Temperature (Phoenix)

Extreme Drought Probability (Houston)
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Takeoff Weight Restrictions
•

Analysis of performance of several aircraft types at 19 airports

•

Results below for business-as-usual climate scenario in 2060-80.

Ethan D. Coffel, Terence R. Thompson, Radley M. Horton,
“The impacts of rising temperatures on aircraft takeoff
performance “, Climatic Change, 2017.
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Impacts on Passenger/Cargo Demand
•

Changing travel destinations mean shifts in airline and airport
market shares.

•

Changing travel seasons mean shifts in aircraft utilization,
maintenance schedules, etc.

Travel Change Locations

Potential Seasonal Travel Shifts in Greece

Left: “Climate Change and Tourism: Responding to Global Challenges”, 2007. Available at
http://www.wmo.int/pages/themes/climate/applications_tourism.php .
Right: Burbridge, R., Melrose, A., and Watt, A., “Potential Adaptation to Impacts of Climate Change on Air Traffic
Management”, Ninth USA/Europe Air Traffic Management Research and Development Seminar, 2011. Available
at http://www.atmseminar.org/papers.cfm?seminar_ID=9 . The28
figure shown is Figure 3 from this study.

Impacts on Passenger Safety/Comfort
•

“Clear-air” turbulence may be increasing (particularly dangerous
due to lack of forewarning)
North Atlantic flight-level winter clear-air
turbulence in a changing climate.

The quantity shown
is the median of
variant 1 of Ellrod’s
turbulence index,
computed from 20
years of daily-mean
data in December,
January and
February at 200 hPa.

Paul D. Williams and Manoj M. Joshi, “Intensification
of winter transatlantic aviation turbulence in response
to climate change”, Nat. Clim.Change, 2013.
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How Climate Data Enters the Picture
Need: historical patterns of region-specific weather conditions.
Five winter weather types for aviation over
the North Atlantic* (3 summer types):
•

Based on 1989-2010 ERA-Interim
data and NAO/EA teleconnections

•

Black contours - geopotential
height anomalies at 250 hPa

•

Red contours - 250 hPa wind
speed above 40m/sec

•

Heavy black line - Great-circle
route

•
* Irvine, E. A., et al, “Characterizing north Atlantic weather
patterns for climate-optimal routing”, Meteorol. Appl., 20,
80–93, doi:10.1002/met.1291, 2013.
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Blue - actual trajectories

How Business Objectives Enter the Picture
•

Minimal “cost” can be economic, climate*, or a combination of
these.
Economic cost: Eij = fuelij (fuel cost) + timeij (time cost)
Climate cost: Cij = ∑m {fuelijm (MCO2ijm + MH2Oijm) + NOxijm (MO3ijm + MCH4ijm + MPMOijm) +
distijm (MAICijm ) }
Total cost = A*EconomicCost + B*ClimateCost
i and j refer to a particular
pair of airports and m refers
to a sequence of segments
along each route.
M refers to climate costs for
CO2, water vapor, ozone,
methane, and aviationinduced cloudiness.
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* V. Grewe, et al, “Aircraft routing with
minimal climate impact: the REACT4C
climate cost function modelling
approach (V1.0)”, Geosci. Model Dev.,
7, 175–201, 2014.

Complexities in Application of Climate
Services to Commercial Aviation
•

Data availability (and complexity) exploding.

•

Different levels of understanding and uncertainty for various
climate effects, particularly at high spatial resolution.

•

“Commercial air transport” is not a single user community.

•

Business focus is very near-term.

•

Risk-management needs are specific to each sub-sector and
depend on complicated and differing business contexts.

•

Need better decision-making under uncertainty on timescale
of years to decades.
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